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Abstract
This thesis evaluates a hypothesis about how to implement a low cost Differential
GPS (DGPS) solution, able to find a current location with a precision almost as good
as more expensive DGPS solution. For this purpose two Smartphone’s are used, one
used as a fixed reference station and another used as a roving receiver. The reference
station calculates the temporary error at its location at every second and transmits
these errors to a server over the internet. The roving receiver requests to the server to
get the latest error from the reference station over the internet. By using these errors
or differences, the roving receiver finds a corrected location. The results are in the
same range as dedicated DGPS solutions.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction
The GPS is a technique that has become very popular for outdoor positioning and
currently it has become even more popular for mobile gaming, medical applications
etc [5]. GPS receivers can access the GPS satellites signal anywhere on the earth, in
any weather conditions, 24 hours a day. GPS receivers are commonly used to find a
current location and are used together with maps to navigate. The GPS receiver
receives a signal from each satellite periodically and it tracks four or more satellites.
After receiving a signal to the receiver from four or more satellites, it uses the
‘trilateration’ method to find out the position [5]. Due to the error in the satellites
signal, the GPS receiver determines accuracy of a current location with about 100
meters in horizontal plane and 156 meters in vertical plane [18]. The error occurs due
to the multipath, selective availability, troposphere delay, ionosphere delay,
ephemeris error and satellite clock errors etc.
The DGPS system technique improves the accuracy of the roving receivers location
to an error about one meter [2] by using one or more reference stations placed at
precisely known locations, to find the temporary error in the reference station
location. Information about temporary error of the reference station location is
transmitted to the roving receiver (user receiver) over a radio link or broadcast, so as
to find out the corrected roving receiver location.
The DGPS system technique is a very useful system for our daily life, especially for
the farmers. For example, Farmers can use this system to view their farm, create a
map, and find a specific place in the farm. They can also save water during irrigation
as well as save fertilizers while sowing. The DGPS system is for example used for
tractor guidance to track the target lines in the field, etc.
In this thesis work, the basic concept of GPS, GPS signal, GPS error, DGPS and
database management is described in chapter 2. The chapter 3 describes the
approach of the low cost DGPS system technique, which includes the reference
station, roving receiver and the communication. In chapter 4 explains about the
experimental setup of reference receiver, server communication and the low cost
DGPS system technique are implemented and their results are presented.

1.1

Problem Statement

The problem that this thesis addresses is to evaluate a DGPS solution implemented
just using standard technologies such as smart phones (with GPS) and ordinary
cellular network for communication of error information.

1.2

Approach

Our aim is to implement and evaluate a low cost DGPS system to get an accurate
position. This is achieving by using two ordinary cellular smart phones. One smart
phone is used as a DGPS reference station, while another smart phone is used as a
roving receiver. The reference receiver transmits the temporary error information to
the roving receiver by using the cellular network infrastructure which the
smartphones are connected to the 3G mobile network.

1.3

Goal




1.4

The goal of this thesis project is to implement a DGPS system with low cost.
To implement a prototype system.
Evaluate the prototype system by measure and analyse achieved results.

Societal and Ethical Aspects on Positioning

We used a private server to communicate the both of the receiver. The reference
receiver transfers the temporary error information to the MySQL database server and
the roving receiver gets this error information from the MySQL server to correct its
position.
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Chapter 2

2 Background
2.1

Global Positioning System

The GPS is a satellite based navigation system which provides a three -dimensional
position, velocity and timing information to the user receiver to find a current
location anywhere on earth. GPS was invented by the US Department of Defence
(DOD) for military purposes but now civilian users are more numerous than the
military users. The civilian users use the Standard Positioning Service (SPS) signal
which provides 100 meter accuracy for a single GPS receiver and the military users
(Authorized) use the Precise Positioning Service (PPS) signals which provide a
degree of accuracy [4]. GPS is the passive system, which means that the satellite
only transmits the radio signal to the receiver. Unlimited number of users can use
these GPS signals simultaneously. The overview of the GPS consists of Space,
Control-monitors and the user receivers.
GPS includes a constellation of 24 satellites, these satellites continuously orbit the
earth and they are located 20,200 km above the earth. Each satellite has an atomic
clock which maintains accurate time. There are four to ten satellites available
anywhere on the earth [10]. The satellite transmits the radio signal to the GPS
receiver which includes the position of the satellite in the space and the timing
information, which means the exact time at which the signal was sent out from the
satellite. A GPS receiver tracks four or more satellites and uses the ‘trilateration’
method to find out the position [5]. The GPS receiver calculates the time taken by the
radio signal to travel from the satellite to the receiver. From this information the
receiver can calculate the distance between the satellite and the receiver from
equation [2.1],
Position of the satellite (Distance) = (speed of light) * (signal takes time to travel
from satellite to receiver)
Equation 2.1

For example,
Satellite 1: The time the signal takes to travel from the satellite to the receiver is 0.10
seconds. The speed of the light is 186 000 m/s. From the above equation the distance
between the satellite and the receiver= 0.10*186 000 m/s=18 000 miles.
The position is anywhere in the circle of radius ‘r1’ (centered at satellite 1) 18 000
miles as shown in the figure 2.1. Now, we don’t know the exact position.
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Satellite 2: The time the signal takes to travel from the satellite to the receiver is 0.08
seconds. The distance between the satellite to the receiver is 14880 miles (186
000*0.08= 14880 miles). The position is anywhere in the point of intersection of the
circle with the radius of satellite 1 (r1) and satellite 2 (r2).
Satellite 3: The time the signal takes to travel from satellite to the receiver is 0.06
seconds. The distance between the satellites to the receiver is 11160 miles (186
000*0.06= 11160 miles).
The position is the point of intersection of the circle (X, Y, Z) with the radius of the
satellites 1 (r1), satellite 2 (r2) and satellite 3 (r3) as shown in the figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Trilateration

2.2

GPS Satellites

In the 1970’s, The GPS known as NAVSTAR ( NAVigation Satellite Timing And
Ranging) was invented by the U.S Department Of Defence for military purposes.
The first NAVSTAR Satellite was launched in the year 1978 by the U.S Air Force.
The Block I satellites were invented by the Rockwell Corporation and they are also
referred to as experimental satellites. The last eleven satellite series were launched in
the year 1985 and one of these satellites exploded while it was launching. The “Block
I I and Block I I A “satellites were invented by the Rockwell Corporation and it is
also known as the operational series of satellites. Block I I and Block I I A satellites
series were launched in February 1989 and February 1990 respectively. “Block I I R “
series of the satellites was invented by the General Electric Corporation and they
were launched in 1997.
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The first GLONASS (Global’naya Navigationnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema) Satellite
was launched by Russia in 1982. They launched 24 satellites in 3 orbits spares. These
orbital’s planes are separated by 120 degrees and inclined by 64.8 degrees. The
orbital period of GLONASS is 11 hours 15 minutes.
Galileo Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) was launched by the European
Union. The first two test Galileo satellites, GIOVE-A (Galileo In-Orbit Validation
Elements) and GIOVE-B were launched in Dec 28, 2005 and April 27, 2008.
China was involved in the initial stages of the Galileo, after they started to work with
their own project, Compass. They launched the Compass-MI on April 14, 2007. GNSS
and Compass have approximately 27 and 35 satellites respectively.
Civilians started using this NAVSTAR from 1980’s. The full set of satellites was
launched in 1994.

2.3

GPS Time

GPS is a system, in which timing plays a vital important role in the positioning.
Finding the distance (ranges) between the satellite and the receiver is based on time
synchronization (Satellite clock and Receiver clock).
Every GPS satellite is furnished with an atomic clock to maintain accurate time,
which provides the timing information for the GPS satellite signals. GPS Time
(GPST) and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) are very important to GPS users to
determine their position [10].
UTC is an atomic time scale based on the International Atomic Time (TAI). The UTC
got inputs from the time scale, which is derived from the atomic clock and
information with respect to the earth rotation rate. The TAI is a uniform time scale
based on independent time scales generated by atomic clock standard located at
more than 50 timing libraries throughout the world [6].
The atomic time can be achieved by occasionally adjusting the UTC time scale with
an increment of 1s (leap second) and by keeping it within 0.9s of another time scale is
called Universal Time 1 (UT1). UT1 is the universal time that gives the measure of
angular rotation of earth with respect to the sun. The leap seconds make the
difference between the TAI and UTC to be exactly 33s, the TAI being ahead of UTC.
GPS Time is the time scale, which is used to referencing the GPS signal and it is
generated by atomic clocks at the onboard satellites and the monitor station. GPS
Time is a continuous time scale that means there are no leap seconds. In January 6,
1980 GPS Time scale is fix to be equal to the UTC. Since the introduction of leap
second in UTC time scale, the GPS time is shifted ahead of UTC time scale by 14s in
January 1, 200. This difference between the GPS and UTC time is accustomed to in
the GPS navigation message. The satellite and clock errors result when the satellite
clocks and receiver clocks are offset from the GPS time [10].
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GPS Signals

Each GPS satellite signal combines with two carrier waves, two digital codes and
navigation message. Each of the GPS satellites transmits signals with two L-band
frequencies, which are L1 and L2. L1 and L2 are multiplied with fundamental
frequency (f0=10.23MHz) and 154, 120 respectively and these two carrier frequencies
are enables the corrections for ionospheric delay.
The L1 frequency (
The L2 frequency (

) = f0 * 154 = 1575.42MHz
) = f0 * 120 = 1227.6MHz

The carrier wavelengths are approximately 19 cm (L1) and 24.4 cm (L2) respectively.
The L-band carrier wave carries no information so it should be modulated. So these
two L-band carrier frequencies (sine waves) are modulated with two digital codes
and a navigation message which includes GPS accurate timing information,
ephemerides of the satellites and system status messages [4,10]. These frequencies
can travel through the atmosphere over a long distance, but it cannot go through
solid objects.
The L1 carrier wave frequency uses binary phase shift keying (BPSK), modulated
with two pseudorandom noises (PRN) codes that are C/A code at 1.023 Mcps and Pcode at 10.23 Mcps and navigation data at 50 bps as shown in the figure 2.2. The L2
carrier wave frequency uses binary phase shift keying (BPSK) and only modulated
by the PRN code at 10.23 Mcps that are P-code and navigation data at 50 bps as
shown in the figure 2.2[14,15]. Each GPS satellite signal consists of C/A code that is
captured by the GPS receiver to find which satellite is transmitting a particular
signal.
The C/A code stands for clear /access or coarse/acquisition code. The P-code is the
secret code was designed only for military and other authorized users. It is referred
to as a precise or private code.
The navigation data of 50 bits/second is a continuous data which is a modulo 2 sum
with C/A code and P(Y) code and these codes are modulated with L1 and L2 carrier
signals. The navigation message consists of following information’s,








GPS satellite constellation status
Satellite time of transmission
Time transfer to UTC
Satellite clock correction
Precise satellite position (ephemeric)
Satellite health
Propagation delay effects

The navigation messages, transmitted by each satellite, differ from each other
according to factors such as health status and approximate location. The navigation
message is mutual to C/A code and P(A) codes on both the L1 and L2 channels.
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Figure 2.2: GPS signal including two carrier wave, two digital code and navigation data

Modulo 2 sum contains the additions which are made by using the arithmetic rules.
If the result is larger than two, only the result is kept which can not be divided by
two (0+0=0; 0+1=1; 1+0=1; 1+1=1);

2.5

Segmentation of GPS

There are three types of segment as shown in the figure 2.3.
2.5.1) Space segment
2.5 .2) Control Segment
2.5.3) User segments

Figure 2.3: GPS Segmentation
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Space Segment

The space segment consists of all the satellites in the space and the signal is broadcast
by these satellites. The users can use these satellites signal, which include two sine
waves, two digital codes and a navigation message [10]. The user receiver uses these
sine waves and digital codes to find out the distance between the satellites to the
receiver. The space segment consists of a set of 24 satellites in 6 orbital planes, which
broadcast the signals. Each orbital plane has four satellites, these orbits are inclined
at 60 degree separation and 55 degrees to the equator as shown in the figure 2.4. The
orbits are nearly circular and centered on the earth. Every satellite has its own orbit
path and takes 11 hours and 58 minutes to complete one orbit [6]. The satellite travels
at 4 km/Sec. The center of the mass of the earth and the satellites, which is the
orbital radius, is approximately 26500 km apart. The main function of these satellites
is to collect and store the data sent from the control segment and to transmit the
signal (which includes the data consisting of sine wave, accurate time and binary
information modulated on this signal) to earth.

Figure 2.4: GPS Constellation [Ref.11]

2.5.2

Control Segment

The control segment is responsible for all the satellites in space and it maintains all
the satellites in their orbits plane. The main job of the control segment is to update
the navigation message which is related to the GPS time and is synchronized with
UTC, to all the satellites. The control segment includes one master control station
located at the Schriever Air Force Base near Colorado Springs, Colorado [15],
monitor stations (Hawaii, Cape Canaveral, Ascension Island, Colorado Springs,
Kwajalein and Diego Garcia) and a ground antenna. The master control station is in
control and commands all the satellites, checks the satellite health, generating
navigation messages [6].
All of these monitor stations are controlled and operated by the US Department Of
Defence (DOD). These monitor stations are attached with a GPS receiver each to
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continuously track all the satellites and collect data (satellite-ranging data, satellite
status data) [6] then transmit to the master control station (MCS). The master control
station at Colorado Islands checks if there are any changes in the satellites position,
then these changes and the up-dating of the navigation messages are transmitted to
the ground antenna and then the ground antenna transmits this information to the
satellite every day.
Three of these monitor stations, namely Ascension Island, Kwajalein and Diego
Garcia, are upload stations which uplink the data to the satellites that includes clock
correction and orbits information. This data is transmitted within the navigation
message along with the telemetry command from the master station.
Information passed from these three stations will communicate with all the satellites
at least once a day. On the other hand, all these satellites will communicate with
those stations thrice in a day. Both the telemetry messages and new navigation
messages are uploaded with every satellite once in every eight hours, if necessary.
The control segment’s main job is to control the satellite orbits and the satellites clock
error.
2.5.3

User Segment

The user segment is generally known as GPS receivers and it is a passive system
which means it can receive the radio signal from the satellites, but it will not transmit
the signal to the satellite. The GPS receivers are capable of tracking the visible
satellites and calculate the transmission time required by the radio signal from the
satellite to the receivers. The user receivers find the position by intersection of more
than four satellites.

2.6

GPS Error sources

GPS satellite signals are affected by several types of random error and are also
affected by the atmosphere. Due to that the GPS signal will be bent or reduce the
speed of the signal while travelling through the satellite to the GPS receiver. Below
these errors are discussed.
2.6.1

Selective Availability

Selective availability concerns the internal degradation of the GPS systems, which
introduces two types of errors. They are delta error and epsilon error. The delta error
is dithering the satellites clock and the epsilon error varies the orbital error. The
selective availability was invented by DOD on Block II satellites for unauthorized
users. It was implemented for military purposes so that one could prevent access by
enemies. So the satellite signal will differ in the GPS receivers. These timing errors
affect the accuracy of the GPS with 100 meters for a horizontal position and 140
meters for a vertical position [7]. If the selective availability is removed then it gives a
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10 times better accuracy of 10 m. This functionality was permanently disabled from
midnight on May 1, 2000 [7].
2.6.2

Satellite Clock Error

The GPS receiver clock is not as accurate as the satellite clock. So satellite clock error
occurs due to the deviation between the satellite times. It affects the GPS accuracy
around 3 meters [6].
2.6.3

Multipath

Multipath error occurs when the GPS signal from the satellites is reflected by houses,
trees, buildings, roofs, mountains etc. Because of that, the satellite signals take a
longer time to reach the receiver. E.g. one signal directly reaches the receivers from
the satellites while another is reflected by a building. Now the receivers cannot find
the exact location of the satellites.
The multipath error affects both the carrier phase and the pseudo range
measurements. Then the receiver is not synchronizing the signal. These kinds of
errors are known as multipath error.
2.6.4

Troposphere delay

The Troposphere delay starts 50 km above the earth which is an electrically neural
atmospheric region. Troposphere delay depends on water vapour, pressure, and
temperature. It affects radio frequencies below 15 GHz, and it also affects the carrier
and codes in the satellites signal. So the result will be the measurement of satellite to
receiver distance will be longer than the actual distance of the satellite to the receiver.
Troposphere delay is frequency independent, so that the troposphere delay cannot
be removed from the combined L1 and L2 signals [10].
2.6.5

Ionosphere delay

Ionosphere delay is located above the earth (50 km to 1000 km or even more). The
ultraviolet and the X-ray radiation interact with the atoms and the gas molecules
resulting in gas ionization [10]. The gas ionization affects the part of atmosphere
which is known as ionosphere. The ionosphere delay affects the radio signal, reduces
the speed of the satellite signal and is bending the satellite signal while the satellite is
travelling through the ionosphere. The carrier frequencies will be reflected by the
ionosphere, if it is below 30 MHz. Only the higher frequencies can penetrate through
the ionosphere [4]. The result will be error in the satellite receiver.
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DGPS

DGPS is improving the accuracy of the GPS systems. DGPS consists of one or more
reference stations (base stations) at a known position to measure the GPS signal
error, while another receiver is a roving receiver (user receiver). Every reference
station is attached to at least one GPS receiver. The GPS receiver stores an almanac ,
which tells that where all the satellite should be at given time. The reference station
knows where all the satellites are located in space and calculates its position by using
the satellite radio signal and compares this location to the known location. If there
are differences, that is due to an error of the satellite signal. Then the reference
station continuously transmits this error correction to the roving receiver via data
link. The reference receiver and roving receiver have to be in contact with at least
four satellites at the same time and if the distance between these receivers is 100 km,
it makes for an accuracy of 1 meter [3]. The DGPS gives the accuracy of 1 to 5 meters,
if it uses the code based technique. The DGPS gives the accuracy of 0.1 to 1 meter, if
it uses the carrier based technique.
2.7.1

Code-Based Techniques

The code based DGPS technique is used in the reference station which calculates the
pseudo range correction and transmits to the roving receiver, to correct its position.
The pseudorange is a measure of the distance or range between the satellites to the
GPS receiver [10] and this distance between the satellite and the receiver is used to
make the GPS receiver find its position based on knowing the satellites position.
The GPS reference receiver calculates the pseudo-range of the each visible satellite by
using either the C/A code or P-code at every epoch (epoch n) [6]. Each GPS satellite
is furnished with an atomic clock, so that the satellite signal maintains an accurate
atomic clock time. Each GPS satellite is transmitting its PRN code at every epoch
which includes the timing information with respect to the atomic clock [6]. When the
GPS satellite transmits its PRN code, the GPS reference receiver creates an exact
replica of that code, epoch n, with respect to its own clock (quartz clock) as shown in
the figure 2.5. Then the transmitted PRN code is captured by the GPS reference
receiver. Now the GPS reference receiver compares the transmitted PRN code’
’
with generated replica code ‘(
)’ and its calculated signal travels time from
satellite to receiver ‘
’. This travel time is multiplied with the speed of
light by using the equation 2.2, that gives the range between the satellite to the
receiver.
Pseudo range equation,
= 0,1,2,3,......n.
Equation 2.2 [6]

= Pseudo range correction of each satellites
c = Speed of the light (299,792,458 m/s)
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= receive time corresponding to epoch n of the GPS receivers clock (seconds)
= transmit time based on the satellite
clock (seconds)
If we assume that the satellite clocks and the receiver clock that control the signal
generations are in perfect time synchronization. The time synchronization between
the GPS satellite clock and receiver clock are used to find the range between the
satellite to the receiver. At this stage both of the satellite clock and receiver clock is
not exactly synchronized. So there is an error formed in the measured range between
the satellite to the receiver. This error is the pseudorange error caused by the
synchronization error.

Figure 2.5: The conceptual view of pseudorange correction.

The GPS error in the measured pseudo ranges is the same at the reference and roving
receiver, if both of the receivers track the same satellite in view. The reference
receiver software further takes the difference between computed ranges (known
location) and the measured code pseudo ranges, to correct the pseudo range. These
pseudorange corrections transmit to the roving receiver in the standard format of
Radio Technical Commission for Maritime Service (RTCM) by using the
communication link. Now, the roving receiver measures the pseudorange of each
visible satellite and then it determines the difference between the correction and the
pseudorange that has been measured, in the way it correct its pseudoranges. If the
distance between these two receivers is a few hundred kilometres, then the code
phase carrier technique provides a meter level of accuracy [1].
If the GPS determines the range between the satellites to the receiver by using C/A
code this is less accurate than using a P(Y) code. The C/A code gives the error in the
range of 300m, but the P(Y) code is 10 times better. The error range between the
satellite to the receiver by using P(Y) code and C/A code is more or less similar, due
to the improvement in the receiver’s technology.
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Carrier-Based Techniques

A GPS receiver measure the carrier phase or carrier beat [15] by using the two carrier
waves of the GPS signal that are L1 = 1575.62 MHz and L2 = 1227.60. The carrier
phase measurement is the difference between phase of the receiver generated carried
signal and the carrier signal received by the satellite [15]. The carrier phase technique
provides better accuracy than code based technique due to the wavelength of the
carrier phase (L1 (19 cm) ), which provides a level of accuracy below one meter
providing accuracy down to centimetres.
The phase measurement is achieved by the sum of the total number of full cycles
plus fractional cycles at the receiver and the satellite, multiplied with the wavelength
[10]. The carrier signals are pure sine waves, which contains repeated wavelengths.
Therefore it is difficult for the GPS receiver to differentiate one wavelength from
another.

Figure 2.6: The carrier phase measurement

When the GPS receiver is switched ON, it cannot find the complete number of cycles
(wavelength) between the satellite to the receiver, which remains unknown or
ambiguity. It can only measure the distance between the satellite to receiver which
would remain stationary, at a fraction of cycle and is approximately less than 2 mm
[10]. While the receiver or satellite moves, the carrier phase is tracked so that the
distance between the satellite to the receiver increases by a wavelength. The receiver
is capable of keeping track of the phase changes when it is switched ON. This means
that the initial cycle is unknown and remains unchanged over time, as long as no
signal loss arises. It is clear that if the initial cycle ambiguity parameters are
determined, exact range measurement can be measured, which leads to exact
position.
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Communication Links

The Transmission of correction data between the receivers should be fast and
reliable. The communication between the reference station and the roving receiver is
varies between wired (LAN/WAN) or wireless systems.










GSM
GPRS
EDGE
3G
HSDPA
Bluetooth
Wi-Fi
Radio Wave
Database Management System

GSM
Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) is also known as 2G (second
generation), which is the first digital cellular communication standard and it uses
TDMA (Time Division Multiples access) to support multiple users. It was developed
by the European Telecommunications Standards Institude (ETSI). GSM is a pure
circuit switched technology. GSM transfer the data speeds of 2.4/4.8/9.6/14.4 kb/sec
[16].
GPRS
General Packet Radio Services (GPRS) is transferring the data via GSM network with
internet access, which is extension of GSM. It is a packet oriented service for data
communication of the mobile devices. It sends and receives the data over the mobile
telephone network and it transfers the data rates speed up to 170 kbps to single users
while proving direct IP connectivity giving continuous connection to the internet for
mobile phone and computer users.
EDGE
Exchanged Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) is based on the GPRS system and
3G standard. EDGE in combination with GPRS will deliver the single user to transfer
the data rates speed of 384 kb/sec [16]. It used high speed circuit switched data.
3G
3G is intended to provide global mobility and offers a wide range of services
including telephony, messaging, paging, internet and broadcast data. 3G is the thirdgeneration of mobile network, which allow the users to transfer the data between
mobiles at the speed of 2 Mb/s. The data are transmitted into the network in small
packets, and these packets are assembled in correct order in the receiver end and it is
based on the International Mobile Telecommunication (IMT-2000) standard.
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HSDPA
High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) is a packet based 3G mobile
telephony communications protocol and is a communication protocol that improves
the downlink performance of the mobile network based on the Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System (UMTS) and the Wideband Code Division Multiple
Access (WCDMA) standard that delivers higher data rates. The three main features
of the HSDPA system are the adaptive modulation and coding (AMC), The Hybrid
Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) and the fast Scheduling. It would be possible to
obtain a downlink speed up to 14 Mbps in HSDPA by using these three features.
Bluetooth
Bluetooth is a low cost, low power, short range radio technology which can operate
2.4 GHz ISM (Industrial, Scientific, Medical radio bands) band [8] and the data rates
up to 3 Mbps. It uses the frequency hopping scheme to avoid interference by other
applications and technologies. The devices can communicate without wire over
single air- interface and use radio wave to transmit and receive data by using
Bluetooth technology. The coverage area of the Bluetooth is up to 10 meters.
Wi-Fi
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is also known as Wi-Fi (Wireless Fidelity) [9],
which is IEEE 802.11 standard protocol.
IEEE 802.11b operates at 2.4 GHz and transfers the data at a speed up to 11Mbps.
IEEE 802.11a operates at 5 GHz and transfers the data at a speed up to 54 Mbps.
IEEE 802.11g operates at 2.4 GHz and transfers the data at a speed up to 54 Mbps.
IEEE 802.11n operates at 2.4 & 5 GHz and transfers the data at a speed up to
200Mbps.
Radio Wave
Radio wave is the types of electromagnetic wave frequencies from 10 kHz to 300
GHz, which travels at the speed of light approximately (3*10 ^8 m/s). Radio waves
with the wavelengths in the range 0.1 cm to 10 cm are called microwaves. The
classification of the radio frequencies are shown in the figure 2.7. Generally the radio
waves are used for satellite communication, radar, radio communication,
broadcasting, navigation system, mobile communication etc.
Database Management System
Database management system (DBMS) is a software program, which is used by the
users to add, modify and remove the data in database and the also to store and
retrieve the data from the database. A database is the collection of interrelated data
or tables which contains different files. All the data are well organized and
structured manner for one or more users. To access the data from database, DBMS
uses the Structured Query Language (SQL), which contains two components, they
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are Data Definition Language (DDL), which stores data in structured manner and
other is Data Manipulation Language (DML), in which users can extract data from
the database. Database management system supports many users can access the
same data at same time.
The commonly used DBMS program are MySQL, Postgre SQL, Microsoft access, File
maker, Oracle, RDBMS, Clipper etc. MySQL and also web scripting language like
PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) access the information from database, which contains
most application web application like XHTML, CSS, JavaScript Client code. A
website that uses the MySQL may include web pages that access the information
from the database. MySQL is the relational database management, which means the
data or tables are stored in the relational model. MySQL server that provides the
multiple users can access the data with concurrently. PHP/MySQL is an open source
code and it is free to download, which means everyone can access the source code
and they can modify it without charge.

Band
Very
Low
Frequencies
(VLF)
Low
Frequencies
(LF)
Medium
Frequencies
(MF)
High
Frequencies
(HF)
Very High
Frequencies
(VHF)
Ultra High
Frequencies
(UHF)
Super High
Frequencies
(SHF)

Frequency

Wavelength

< 30 kHz

> 10 km

30-300
kHz

10 km

300 kHz100 m -1 km
3 MHz
3-30
MHz

10 -100 m

30-300
10 m
MHz
300 MHz
10 cm – 1 m
3 GHz

3-30 GHz

1 –10 cm

Figure 2.7: Classification of radio frequencies (Global Positioning System Signals,
Measurements, and Performance [ref 15])
In GPS, GLONASS have used VHF and UHF bands for the satellite communication
[15].
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Chapter 3

3 System Architecture
The main goal of this thesis is to implement and evaluate a DGPS system technique
with low cost in order to get good accuracy. The implemented DGPS system consists
of one Reference receiver and a Communication link (Server) and a Roving receiver,
as shown in the figure 3.1. The reference station finds the temporary error in that
current location and transmits to the server. All the temporary error data are stored
in a structured manner in the database in the server. The roving receiver requests the
server to provide the error data. After receiving the error data from the server, the
roving receiver finds the corrected location.

Figure 3.1: System architecture of a low cost DGPS

3.1

Reference Receiver

The main job of the reference station is to find the current location co-ordinates by
tracking all the visible satellite, and to find the error in that co-ordination, and then
to transmit this temporary error to the roving receiver via the communication link.
The ordinary smart phone (Sony xperia z) is used as a reference receiver instead of
using very expensive DGPS reference station receiver. In this mobile GPS is available
to track all the visible satellites. The reference station receiver should be a known
location and fixed. So that to find the reference receiver is at Andersbergsringen,
which is located 1.6 km from Halmstad University, Halmstad, Sweden, reading is
taken on different days and on different hours and an average is found. This is
chosen as a reference receiver’s known location. Now, it can easily measure its
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receiver inaccuracy. We created an android application in that smart phone and fed
the co-ordination of the known location into that reference station android
application (see the appendix 1).
By programming the reference receiver with a known location, it is able to accurately
find the difference between its programmed position and the position that receives
the position via GPS. Now the android application is capable of find the distance and
angle between these two locations (known location vs current location).
PHP language script is used to fetch the data (errors) from reference receiver to
database by using internet. The reference receiver transmits the temporary error data
every second. All the error data from the reference station is stored in a structured
manner (table) in the database.

3.2

Communication Links

We can transmit the data from the reference station to a roving receiver by using
different communication system. For example Bluetooth , Wi-Fi, Radio waves,
mobile communication which includes GSM, GPRS, EDGE, 3G, HSDPA etc .If we use
Bluetooth, we can transmit the data only 10 meters. If we use Wi-Fi, we can transmit
the data within the coverage area of Wi-Fi. The coverage area of Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
is limited. The radio waves are very expensive to use, and to use them it’s needed a
FM transmitter and a receiver to transmit and receive the data. So we have chosen a
server communication to transmit the data between the reference receiver and the
roving receiver. A Wampserver is used for server communication, because it’s free
to use and open source. The Wampserver is part of the Windows web development
environment and it creates a web application with Apace (http post), PHP and
MySQL database to transfer the data between the receivers as shown in the figure
3.2. It is well suited to develop the client-server system with low cost.

Figure 3.2 : Client- Server System
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The Apache server is installed in the computer to make it function as a web server.
This web server is regarded as widely used servers across the internet. It was mainly
developed in cross-platform operating system to maintain an open source HTTP
server for various operating systems which transfers the data from reference station
to roving receiver via database.
MySQL is free to use and it can run on any platform, it works well with Apache Web
server and PHP. MySQL is an open source, it can be easier to get access to. Any
database server could have been used, since the database’s purpose is just to store
the data from the front end for further processing by the web site’s PHP code. The
MySQL database tool is phpMyAdmin which is created to store all the error data
(distance and angle) from the reference receiver.
We created five columns (uid, unique_id, distance, angle, created at) in the
phpMyAdmin database. The reference receiver transmits the error data (distance and
angle) every second. All the error data from the reference station are stored in a
structured manner in the database. These error data are stored with time (at what
time and day, this error data receive to the database).
PHP is used as sever side scripting language and is well suited for web
development and it can be embedded into HTML. The main advantage of PHP is to
keep cost down. PHP is highly superior in many categories like performance, built in
libraries and portability with compare to the PHP main competitors like Allaire Cold
Fusion, Perl, Java Server pages and Microsoft Active Server pages. For example, PHP
is 3.5 times faster than the JAVA server pages, because of its capabilities to perform
faster. PHP is especially invented for web developers, but it's well suited for web
based application in easy to access with database. . PHP language script is used for
this project to fetch the data from reference receiver to database by using http post.

3.3

Roving Receiver

Another ordinary smart phone (Samsung Galaxy) is used as a roving receiver. . In
this mobile GPS is available to tracks all the visible satellites. We created an android
application in that smart phone and it is capable of tracking all the visible satellites
and gets the current co-ordination of the roving receiver (see the appendix 2). It
requests to the MySQL database by using PHP language script to get the error data.
After receiving the error data from the server, by programming the roving receiver,
one can find the corrected position by using the position that it is receiving via GPS
and the error data from the server.
Now, the roving receiver android application will get these encoded data and it will
correct the current location and display it on android device.
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Chapter 4

4 Experiment Setup and Results
In this section the setup of the experiments, the execution of the measurements and
the achieved results are presented.

4.1

Reference Station Setup

The reference station receiver (smartphone 1) is placed at a fixed location, which is
located at 1.6 killometer from Högskolan University , Halmstad, Sweden. An
Android application (see appendix 1) is created in the reference station receiver to
get its current GPS co-ordinates. The co-ordinates are ascertained at four hours
regular intervals at the same location as shown in the figure 4.1.
Latitude

Longitude

56.66095222

12.90477960

56.66086552

12.90412736

56.660858355

12.90398814

56.6608059

12.90410619

56.66056051

12.90407732

56.66077939

12.90419879

56.66075921

12.90410568

56.66054404

12.90411292

56.66033966

12.90368752

56.66081241

12.90414240

Figure 4.1: Various co-ordinates are recorded at the same location at the different time point
mentioned in the text.

The average location (56.660727721, 12.904062328) is found from the figure 4.1. This
average location is assumed as a reference station exact location. Different
coordinates is taken in same place at 4 hour regular interval by using normal GPS
receiver and convert into the killometer as shown in the figure 4.2. The current
location coordinates varies up to 71 metres in latitude and 127 meters in longitude as
shown in the figure 4.2
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Latitude
in killometer

Longitude
in killometer

6295.661

1433. 864

6295.651

1433.791

6295.650

1433.776

6295.645

1433.789

6295.617

1433.786

6295.642

1433.799

6295.639

1433.789

6295.616

1433.790

6295.593

1433.743

6295.645

1433.793

6295.623

1433.785

6295.650

1433.774

6295.630

1433.810

6295.630

1433.810

6295.591

1433.750

6295.605

1433.744

6295.598

1433.751

6295.598

1433.737

6295.597

1433.761

Figure 4.2: The recorded co-ordinates at same place at 4 hour interval.

Mean of Latitude = 625.3128
Standard Deviation of Latitude = 23.0050
Mean of Longitude = 781.1579
Standard Deviation of Longitude = 30.2513
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Figure 4.3: The position variation at same place.

The reference station set up is complete by feeding the exact location co-ordinates
(56.660727721, 12.904062328) to smart phone 1 with the android application.

4.2

Server setup

4.2.1

Install WampServer to run the PHP and MySQL

WampServer is combination of Apache, PHP and MySQL database software’s.




Apache (http server)
PHP (a scripting language producing dynamic web pages)
MySQL Database (a relational database)

These groups of software programs, such as Apace, PHP and MySQL are the open
source programs, which means it’s all free. The MySQL database tool is a
phpMyAdmin. The phpMyAdmin allows us to maintain the database.
4.2.2

Create a MySQL Database and Tables

phpMyAdmin allows us to manage the database easily. We can login phpMyAdmin
via the webpage http://localhost/phpmyadmin as shown in the figure 4.4.
After login the phpMyAdmin, we can create database or tables in phpMyAdmin. We
created four fields, such as, Uid (number), unique_id (date and time), distance and
angle in the database. These created database is shown below figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: phpMyAdmin login page

4.2.3

Building PHP API Classes

In a web server, php is installed as a module. These php scripting language
applications in this module are written to communicate with MySQL database.
phpMyAdmin in php is intended to handle the administration of MySQL database
over the World Wide Web.
The PHP files contains various files and each files contain PHP language script to
access the MySQL database and transfer the data between the receivers, Such as
Connect.php - This file includes the constant variables, which is used to connect the
MySQL database.(see the appendix 4.1).
Database_Connectordisconnect.php – MySQL database can be connected or
disconnected by using this file. (see the appendix 4.2).
Database_function1.php - This file includes function, to store the data in MySQL
database and to get the data from MySQL database. Functions like update data,
delete data can be added to the MySQL database. (see the appendix 4.3).
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user unique id – Unique user id can be generated by using uniqid(’’,true) function
in php. 52722d201e044 is the sample user id.

Figure 4.5: Shows the created database in phpMyAdmin
Encrypted Password – base64_encode method is used to store the encrypted
password. Two columns are required for each password to store in MySQL database.
One is used to store encrypted password. The other is to store salt, which is used to
encrypt the password.
Index.php - This file accepts all GET, POST requests and gives appropriate response
in JSON format. For giving appropriate response the file contacts database on each
request. (see the appendix 4.4).
We used JSON (Java Script Object Notation) format. JSON is a lightweight text-based
open standard designed for human-readable data interchange. When android
application will execute, JSON will connect the android application to PHP Script by
using http post. PHP Script will fetch data from the database. It will encode it into
json format and send it to the android devices.
Now, the reference station and roving receiver application to call a PHP script to
perform CRUD (Create, Read, Update, and Delete) operations. First the android
application calls a PHP script in order to perform a data operation, let’s say ”create”.
The PHP script then connects to the MySQL database to perform the operation. So
the data flows from android application to PHP script then it is stored in MySQL
database.
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JSON will connect the reference station android application to PHP Script by using
http post. The PHP Script will store the reference station error data in the database.
JSON will connect the roving receiver android application to PHP Script by using
http post. PHP Script will request and get data from the database.

4.3

Simulation Results

In this thesis, a low cost DGPS system was implemented by using two smart phones
to find an accurate current location as shown in the figure 4.6. Smart phone 1 is used
as a reference station, which is placed at 1.6 killometer from Högskolan University,
Halmstad in Sweden. The reference station receiver corrects the temporary error in
the satellites signal and transmits the same to the server by using an android
application. Smart phone 2 is used as a roving receiver, capable of receiving the
temporary error data from the server as shown in the figure 4.7. By using that error
data, smart phone 2 can find out the exact location, by using an android application.

Figure 4.6: The block diagram of low cost DGPS system

Figure 4.7: Transmission of data between the receivers.
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Exact Location

The reference station capable of tracks all the visible satellites and displays its
location (56.660727721, 12.904062328) which we fed it as well as its current location
through the mobile GPS as shown in the figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Showing the exact location (known location) and current location of reference
receiver.

4.3.2

Determination of error

The reference receiver android application is capable of tracking the visible satellites
and finds its current location. Then it finds the temporary error (distance and angle)
between the current location and its known location, by using the haversine equation
4.3 and 4.4 [12]. Haversine formula is based on the spherical law of cosines, which is
used to calculate the shortest distance and angle between the two GPS coordinates
over the earth surface.
To find the differences between the co-ordinates:
=

+ cos

cos

Equation 4.1
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)

Equation 4.2

Equation 4.3 [12]

Where is Lattitude, is Longitude, R is Earth Radius (6371000), d is distance,
is Lattitude 1,
is Lattitude 2.
To find the angle between the co-ordinates:
.
Equation 4.4

Where, is angle, now it finds the distance (kilometer) and angle between these coordinates and displays at every second, as shown in the figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Displaying the temporary error data of reference receiver

Now we have to transmit this temporary error data to the roving receiver.
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Transmission

There are several ways to transmit the data between the reference receiver and the
roving receiver. A server communication has chosen to transfer the data between the
receivers.
Server
The IP address of the server is 83.168.227.169, which is the unique identification
number for all the devices connected to the internet.
We download and install the phpMyAdmin from the internet, which is popular
application for the MySQL databases management. It is free software tool and
written in php. We created the user name and password to access the phpmyadmin
by using php programming. We created two tables for distance and angle in
phpmyadmin database as shown in the figure 4.10. The reference and the roving
receiver android application register with this phpMyAdmin by using the android
programming, to exchange the error data.
The reference receiver signs up with the server (phpmyadmin) and it will transmit
the error data (distance and angle) to the server every second and the temporary
error data is saved in structured manner in the server database as shown in the
figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10: shows the error data which is stored in the database.
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4.3.4 Corrected Location
The roving receiver signs up with the server and requests to the server and gets the
temporary error data from the server as shown in the figure 4.7. It tracks all the
visible satellites and gets its current location. By using the temporary error data and
the current location, it will find out the corrected location by using the equation 4.5
and 4.6 [12].
=
Equation 4.5

.
Equation 4.6
Where

is angle.

Now the roving receiver is capable of find the accurate location. Figure 4.11 a, b and
c: Shows the two locations. First location is found by using normal GPS receiver
while another is corrected location of roving receiver by using the low cost
implemented DGPS system.

Figure 4.11a: Shows the corrected location of the roving receiver near Andersbergsringen in
Sweden
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Figure 4.11b: Shows the corrected location of the roving receiver near Eurostop in Sweden

4.4

Examples with Real Data

The co-ordinates obtained from lantmäteriet are Grötvik (56.641596, 12.775737) and
Skedala (56.692539, 12.973021).
The roving receiver is exactly located in Skedala (56.692539, 12.973021). Figure 4.12
shows two locations, One location is corresponds to the exact location of Skedala
(56.692539, 12.973021) while another is corrected location, which is obtained by
implemented low cost DGPS roving receiver. The accuracy of the roving receiver is
obtained about 7 meters.
The roving receiver is exactly located in Grötvik (56.641596, 12.775737). Figure 4.13
shows two locations, one location is corresponds to the exact location of Grötvik
(56.641596, 12.775737) while another location is obtained by implemented low cost
DGPS system technique. Here, the accuracy of the roving receiver is obtained about 9
meters.
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Fig 4.11c: Shows the corrected location of the roving receiver near Andersbergsringen in
Sweden

The roving receiver is placed at a known location (56.692539, 12.973021) to find out
its accuracy and its corrected position coordinates is taken at 3 minute regular
interval (see the appendix 3). The position is varied up to 10 meters with respect to
the time and the measured average residual error of the (during the measurements
fixed) rover position is 3.25 meters as shown in the figure 4.14.
The implemented low cost DGPS system, gives the accuracy with about 10 meter,
which is sufficient accuracy for the poor people to use this low cost DGPS system for
many practical applications.
The implemented low cost DGPS provides less accuracy than the traditional DGPS
due to GPS receiver and the antenna. The implemented low cost DGPS is using the
smartphones as a DGPS reference receiver and the roving receiver. These modern
smartphones are buit-in with GPS chip antenna and the Assist-GPS (A-GPS), which
works when the GPS signal is week and provides less accurate than the traditional
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GPS receiver. The traditional DGPS is using the standard GPS receivers and
expensive antenna to find its position.

Figure 4.12: Shows two location. First one is known location while another is corrected
location by using the implemented low cost DGPS system.

Figure 4.13: Shows two location. First one is exact location while another is corrected location
by using the implemented low cost DGPS system.
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Figure 4.14: The error corrected and estimated low cost DGPS position varies in the same
place with respect to time.
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Chapter 5

5 Conclusions
In this thesis, we have implemented a DGPS system by using two ordinary cellular
smart phones. This in order to find a cost efficient solution. One smart phone is used
as a DGPS reference station while another smart phone is used as a roving receiver.
The implemented low cost DGPS system provides accuracy of about ten meters. This
is useful for many practical applications and especially for the poor formers, who can
find a specific place in the form, view their farm and plant the trees and sowing the
seeds. The roving receivers corrected position is presented in Google Maps.
In future work, The reference station should be at a known location, which would
find the pseudorange of each visible satellite and transmits this correction to the
roving receiver. The roving receiver can access the pseudorange correction from the
reference receiver to correct its position, in the way we can increase the number of
roving receiver.
we could find a weather report for the roving receiver location and if the roving
receiver is moving then we could find the speed and average speed, how far we have
travelled, time of arrival at the destination.
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Appendix
1. Reference Receiver
Main
public class MainActivity extends FragmentActivity
{
private class myLocationListener implements LocationListener
{
public void onLocationChanged(Location loc)
{
Calculate the distance and angle between two GPS Coordinate (Haversine
Formula)
double R = 6371; //Earth radius in km
double latitude1 = ((location.getLatitude())), //Latitude Coordinate
longitude1 =(location.getLongitude()), //Longitude Coordinate
latitude2 = (56.660727721),
longitude2 = (12.904062328); //Reference receiver known location
double dLat = Math.toRadians(latitude2-latitude1);
double dLon = Math.toRadians(longitude2-longitude1);
double latt1 = Math.toRadians(latitude1);
double latt2 = Math.toRadians(latitude2);
double a = Math.sin(dLat/2) * Math.sin(dLat/2) +Math.sin(dLon/2) *
Math.sin(dLon/2) * Math.cos(latt1) * Math.cos(latt2);
double c = 2 * Math.atan2(Math.sqrt(a), Math.sqrt(1-a));
double fd = R * c; //Distance
double y = Math.sin(dLon)*Math.cos(lon2);
double
x
=
Math.cos(latitude1)*Math.sin(latitude2)Math.sin(latitude1)*Math.cos(latitude2)*Math.cos(dLon);
double bearing = Math.atan2(y, x);
double brng = (Math.toDegrees(bearing) + 360) % 360 ;//Angle
Transfer the temporary error data (angle and angle) to server
UserFunctions distang=new UserFunctions();
JSONObject json123=distang.SendData(Double.toString(fd), Double.toString(brng));
}
}
}
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2. Roving Receiver
Main
public class MainActivity extends FragmentActivity
{
private class MyLocationListener implements LocationListener
{
public void onLocationChanged(Location loc)
{
To get the temporary error (distance and angle) data
Request to the server
UserFunctions distang=new UserFunctions();
JSONObject json123= distang.GetData();
Receive the temporary error data
JSONObject receive = json.getJSONObject("user");
double distance=receive.getDouble("distance"); //distance
double angle=json_user.getDouble("angle"); //angle
Caculate the corrected location by using distance, angle and receiver current
location.
double lat1 = (location.getLatitude())*Math.PI/180,
lon1 = (location.getLongitude())*Math.PI/180;
double a = Math.toRadians(angle);
double R = (6371000);
double d = distance/R;
double yt=distance;
double tc = (Math.PI/180)*a;
double y =
Math .asin(Math.sin(lat1)*Math.cos(d) + Math.cos(lat1)* Math.sin(d) *
Math.cos(tc));
double dlng =
Math.atan2(Math.sin(tc)*Math.sin(d)*Math.cos(lat1),Math.cos(d)Math.sin(lat1)*Math.sin(y));
double x = ((lon1-dlng+Math.PI) % (2*Math.PI)) - Math.PI ;
Corrected location coordinate:
double lat = y*(180/Math.PI); //Latitude Coordinate
double lon = x*(180/Math.PI); //longitude Coordinate
}
}
}
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3. The roving receiver coordination’s is taken at 3 min
regular interval at fixed location.
The roving receiver is placed at a known location (56.692539, 12.973021) to
find out its accuracy and its corrected position coordinates is taken at 3
minute regular interval. Then we find the distance between the known
location and the corrected location received by roving receiver. The roving
receiver corrected location coordinates and the distance mentioned in the
following table.

Latitude

Longitude

Distance
Meter

56.692555029

12.9730653087

3

56.69255029

12.9730653087

2

56.692555029

12.9730653087

3

56.692555029

12.9730653087

3

56.69255029

12.9730653087

2

56.69255029

12.9730653087

2

56.69255029

12.9730653087

2

56..6925836

12.972975230

5

56..6925836

12.972975230

5

56.69257676

12.9728810

9

56.692504088

12.973031400

3

56.692527900

12.973025222

1

56.69255040

12.9729997450

1

56.692550409

12.9729997450

1

56.692550409

12.972997450

1

56.692550409

12.9729997450

1

56.692550409

12.972997450

1

56.6925410530

12.97301561982

0

56.6925410530

12.9730156198

0

56.6925601784

12.9730239609

2

56.692560178457214 12.9730239609

2

56.6925355550

2

12.973085878505

in
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56.69251453

12.9730249101

2

56.6924416157

12.97301399311

10

56.6925589

12.97312113400

6

56.692539962

12.97319536

10

56.69253444

12.97301920377693

0

56.692534444

12´973019203

0

56.692534444

12.97301920377

0

56.692534444

12.97301920377

0

56.6925196089

12.97301459

2

56.6925190089

12.97301459

2

56.692590089

12.973014593340

6

56.692524009

12.97302230

1

56.692542072

12.9730528154

1

56.692542072450

12.97305281

1

56.692542072450

12.973028

0

56.692542072

12.97305281541

1

56.692542072

12.9730528154

1

56.6925420

12.97305281541

1

56.692542072450

12.97305281

1

56.692542072450

12.97305281

1

56.6925839597

12.973062821807

5

56.6925530452

12.9730419452

2

56.6925530452

12.9730419

2

56.6925530

12.9730419

2

56.6925530

12.9730419452

2

56.69255304

12.973041945

2

56.6925530452

12.9730419521

2

56.6925530452

12.97304194521

2

56.69255304

12.97304194

2

56.6925530452

12.97304194

2
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56.6925530452

12.9730419

2

56.69255325

12.97304546

2

56.69250676

12.973007972

3

56.6925855771

12.9730023566

5

56.692558130579

12.973145475

7

56.6925627588

12.9730509391

3

56.69258522233

12.9729980

5

56.69258522233016

12.9729980499

5

56.692585222

12.97299804

5

56.69258522233016

12.9729980499

5

56.69258522233016

12.9729980491

5

56.69258522230

12.9729980499

5

56.692618819

12.973043207

8

56.6925616329

12.97308421

4

56.6925616329

12.97308421

4

56.6925616329

12.97308421

4

56.69255966

12.97298983358

2

56.69255966322

12.97298983

2

56.69255966322

12.972989833

2

56.692559663222

12.97298983358

2

56.69252823108

12.973028640

1

56.6925282310

12.97302864098

1

56.6925282310

12.97302864098

1

56.69255966322

12.9730271330

2

56.692544178

12.9730260275

0

56.6925634783

12.97312336461

6

56.692563478

12.9731233646

6

56.69254264

12.9731550462

6

56.692541427

12.973151106

7

56.6925120065

12.97314739

8
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56.692518051982

12.97307934

4

56.6925351666

12.9730673820

2

56.692527360

12.97305195310

2

56.692527360

12.973051095310

2

56.69253984666

12.973057361

2

56.6925731794

12.9730616600

4

56.692600328

12.97307261934

7

56.69260032895

12.97307261

7

56.692582381

12.9730702720

5

56.692555741

12.97304902593

2

56.69255596329

12.97302541

1

56.69255596329

12.97302541

1

56.692554066

12.973009744

1

56.692558577

12.973035100899

2

56.69255826

12.9730186185

2

56.692497168

12.97301765511

4

56.692497168694

12.9730176551

4

56.6924971686

12.97301765513

4

56.69249716869

12.973017655

4

56.692497168694

12.9730176551

4

56.692497168

12.97301765513

4

56.692497168

12.973017655136

4

56.692497168

12.973017655

4

56.692497168

12.973017655

4

56.6924971686

12.9730176551

4

56.69299716869

12.9730176551

4

56.692497168

12.973017655

4

56.692497168

12.9730176551

4

56.692497168

12.ö973017655

4

56.6924971

12.973017655

4
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56.692497168

12.9730176551

4

56.692497168

12.97301765513

4

56.692497168

12.97301765513

4

56.6924971686

12.9730170551

4

56.6924971686

12.973017655

4

56.6924971686

12.973017055

4

56.69249716869

12.9730170551

4

56.692497168

12.9730176551

4

56.69249716869

12.973017055

4

56.6924971686

12.97301765513

4

56.692551126

12.973018823

1

56.6925511266

12.973018823

1

56.69255112669

12.973018823

1

56.6925511266

12.973018823

1

56.6925511266

12.973018823

1

56.6925936121

12.9730890222

7

56.6925936121

12.9730890222

7

56.69259361211

12.9730890222

7

56.6925936121

12.973089022

7

56.69259361

12.9730898022

7

56.69260907

12.973088125

8

56.69257361

12.973040

4

56.692580

12.97303049

4

56.69253860

12.9730148

0

56.6925755

12.9730254

4

56.6925644

12.9729844

3

56.692554801

12.97302909

1

56.69255970400

12.97299978

2

56.6924540171

12.97297748

9
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56.6925540

12.97302468

1

56.6925098

12.97296704

1

56.69252078

12.9730638

3

56.6925225

12.97306431

3

56.692535337

12.973059290

2
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Mean = 3.2500
Standard Deviation = 2.3031

4. PHP Script
4.1 Connect.php
Database variables
define("database_host", "x.x.x.x");
define("database_username", "xxxx");
define("database_password", "xxxx");
define("database_database", "xxxx");

4.2 Database_Connectordisconnect.php
To connect the mysql database
public function connectdatabase()
{
require_once 'include/Connect.php';
$con12 = mysqldata_connect(database_host, database_user,database_password);
mysql_select_db(database_database); // Select the database table
return $con12;
}
To close the mysql database
public function closedatabase() {
mysqldata_close();
}

4.3 Database_function1.php
class DB_Functions {
function __construct() {
require_once 'Database_Connectordisconnect.php';
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To connect the MySQL Database
$this->database = new Database_Connectordisconnect();
$this->database->connect();
}
Store the Encrypted password
public function storeUser($name, $email, $password) {
$uuid = uniqid('', true);
$hash = $this->hashSSHA($password);
Encrypted password
$encrypted_password = $hash["encrypted"];
Salt
$salt = $hash["salt"];
$date=date_default_timezone_get();
$result = mysql_query("INSERT INTO android(uid,unique_id, name, email,
encrypted_password, salt, created_at) VALUES('','$uuid', '$name', '$email',
'$encrypted_password', '$salt', NOW())");
To get the user detail
$uid = mysql_insert_id(); // last inserted id
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM android WHERE uid = $uid");
Return the user detail
return mysql_fetch_array($result);
}
Store the tempoarary error data (distance and angle)
public function storegpsdata($distance, $angle) {
$uuid = uniqid('', true);
$date=date_default_timezone_get();
$result = mysql_query("INSERT INTO android(uid,unique_id, distance, angle,
created_at) VALUES('','$uuid', '$distance', '$angle', NOW())");
To get the user detail
$uid = mysql_insert_id(); // last inserted id
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM android WHERE uid = $uid");
Return the user detail
return mysql_fetch_array($result);
}
Get the temporary error data
public function getgpsdata() {
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM android ORDER BY uid DESC
LIMIT 1;");
return mysql_fetch_array($result);
}
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Get user by email and password
public function getUserByEmailAndPassword($email, $password) {
$result = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM android WHERE email = '$email'") or
die(mysql_error());
Check for result
$no_of_rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
if ($no_of_rows > 0) {
$result = mysql_fetch_array($result);
$salt = $result['salt'];
$encrypted_password = $result['encrypted_password'];
$hash = $this->checkhashSSHA($salt, $password);
check for password equality
if ($encrypted_password == $hash) {
user authentication details are correct
return $result;
}
} else {
return false;
}
}
To check the user is existed or not
public function isUserExisted($email) {
$result = mysql_query("SELECT email from users WHERE email = '$email'");
$no_of_rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
If user is existed
if ($no_of_rows > 0) {
return true;
}
If user is not existed
else {
return false;
}
}
Return the encrypted password and salt
public function hashSSHA($password) {
$salt = sha1(rand());
$salt = substr($salt, 0, 10);
$encrypted = base64_encode(sha1($password . $salt, true) . $salt);
$hash = array("salt" => $salt, "encrypted" => $encrypted);
return $hash;
}
Decrypting the password
public function checkhashSSHA($salt, $password) {
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$hash = base64_encode(sha1($password . $salt, true) . $salt);
return $hash;
}
}

4.4 Index.php
File to handle all API requests and accepts GET and POST. All the request is
identified by TAG and giving appropriate response in JSON format.
Checking for the POST request
if (isset($_POST['tag']) && $_POST['tag'] != '') {
Request identified by TAG
$tag = $_POST['tag'];
Includes the database handlar
require_once 'include/Database_functions1.php';
$db = new Databce_functions1();
$response = array("tag" => $tag, "success" => 0, "error" => 0);
Check for tag type
if($tag=='getdata')
{
$get=$db->getgpsdata();
if($get)
{
$response["success"] = 1;
$response["uid"] = $get["unique_id"];
$response["user"]["distance"] = $get["distance"];
$response["user"]["angle"] = $get["angle"];
$response["user"]["created_at"] = $get["created_at"];
echo json_encode($response);
}
else
{
$response["error"] = 1;
$response["error_msg"] = "data is not retrieved!";
echo json_encode($response);
}
}
else if($tag=='senddata')
{
$distance = $_POST['distance'];
$angle = $_POST['angle'];
$bool=$db->createLog("distance=".$distance.","."angle=".$angle);
$submit=$db->storeusers($distance,$angle);
if($submit!=false)
{
$response["success"] = 1;
$response["uid"] = $submit["unique_id"];
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$response["user"]["distance"] = $submit["distance"];
$response["user"]["angle"] = $submit["angle"];
$response["user"]["created_at"] = $submit["created_at"];
echo json_encode($response);
}
else {
$response["error"] = 1;
$response["error_msg"] = mysql_error();
$this -> createLog(mysql_error());
echo json_encode($response);
}
}
else if ($tag == 'login') {
Check the login request type
$email = $_POST['email'];
$password = $_POST['password'];
$bool=$db->createLog("email=".$email.","."password=".$password);
Check for the user
$user = $db->getUserByEmailAndPassword($email, $password);
if ($user != false) {
user is found
$response["success"] = 1;
$response["uid"] = $user["unique_id"];
$response["user"]["name"] = $user["name"];
$response["user"]["email"] = $user["email"];
$response["user"]["created_at"] = $user["created_at"];
$response["user"]["updated_at"] = $user["updated_at"];
echo json_encode($response);
} else {
user is not found
$response["error"] = 1;
$response["error_msg"] = "Incorrect email or password!";
echo json_encode($response);
}
} else if ($tag == 'register') {
To register the new user request
$name = $_POST['name'];
$email = $_POST['email'];
$password = $_POST['password'];
if(isset($name) && isset($name) && isset($name))
{
if user is already existed
if ($db->isUserExisted($email)) {
$response["error"] = 2;
$response["error_msg"] = "User already existed";
echo json_encode($response);
} else {
To store the user
$user = $db->storeUser($name, $email, $password);
if ($user) {
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$response["success"] = 1;
$response["uid"] = $user["unique_id"];
$response["user"]["name"] = $user["name"];
$response["user"]["email"] = $user["email"];
$response["user"]["created_at"] = $user["created_at"];
$response["user"]["updated_at"] = $user["updated_at"];
echo json_encode($response);
} else {
$response["error"] = 1;
$response["error_msg"] = "Error occured in Registartion";
echo json_encode($response);
}
}
}
else
{
$response["error_msg"] = "post value not set";
echo json_encode($response);
}
} else {
echo "Invalid Request";
}
} else {
echo "Access Denied";
}
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